
Open Hand

Dej Loaf

These other rappers trash, open can, open can
All my shit slap, open hand, open hand, yeah
Open hands (Whoa)
Smack a - open hand, yeah

I ain't underrated, I overstood (I overstood)
Gotta really put in work if you wanna be the man (If you wanna be, mmm, smac
k a bitch)
I overstand (I overstand, smack a bitch)
Mmm, I overstand

Stop puttin' niggas on who gon' cross you in the end
Stop leadin' bitches on who you know gon' fuck your mans
Mama's middle child, I told her I have plans
Loaf, broke a lot of bread with my advance, yeah
Bleed you with some crumbs, watch me come out in some Timbs
Pay your taxes so you don't run into Uncle Sam (Whoa)
Yeah, or, or Auntie Sam

I know some Brenda's that got some babies, didn't throw away they kids

These other rappers trash, open can (Open can)
All my shit slap, open hand (Slap, yeah)
Open hand (Slap, huh)
Smack a ... open hand, yeah

I ain't underrated, I overstand (I overstand)
Gotta really put in work if you wanna be the man (If you wanna be, uh, smack
 a bitch, uh)
I overstand (On my, I overstand, ladies)
Mmm, I overstand (Uh, smack a bitch Maybach Music)

I be standin' on this ship just like I'm Amistad (Amistad)
Girl, you like a king, I like 'em Farrakhan (Farrakhan)

My Maserati green just it's marijuana
I put shawty on the team, I made her (Mmm)
Jail phone buildin' like a callin' card (Uh, oh, yeah, yeah)
It's only real money when it's wall to wall (Oh, yeah, yeah)
Slap a broke nigga with a open hand (Oh, yeah, yeah)
We'll leave him in a hole, I pray you overstand (Lord)
A lot of rich niggas, they be cappin' too
There's only one really winnin' and they rap approved (I see him, I see him,
 I see him)
Pull the Rolls-Royce out, pull the tops down (Woo)
I put all the ice on when the opps 'round (Oh, Maybach Music)

I ain't underrated, I overstand
Gotta really put in work if you wanna be the man (Whoa)
I overstand (Woo)
I overstand (M-M)

I know if I die today, they gon' make sure I chart
Make sure these people hear my art (Whoa)
I been in the deep end, I been havin' deeper thoughts
My grandma keep on callin', that been heavy on my heart
Do you believe in black boss?
Don't believe in shit but God, but that been heavy on my heart
She's a fly bitch, she be throwin' seminars



Ayy, puttin' shit together, never puttin' down her guard (Mmm, ayy, ayy)
I know some Brenda's that got some babies, didn't throw away they kids (Ayy)
(Mmm, ayy, for real)
I know some Brenda's that got some babies, didn't throw away they kids (Ayy)

I ain't underrated, I overstand
Gotta really put in work if you wanna be the man (Whoa, ayy)
I overstand (Woo, educate ya)
I overstand
I ain't underrated, I overstand
Gotta really put in work if you wanna be the man (Ayy, mmm)
I overstand (I overstand)
I overstand (Whoa)

I know if I die today, they gon' make sure I chart (Yeah)
Make sure these people hear my art (Yeah)
I been in the deep end, I been havin' deeper thoughts
My grandma keep on callin', that been heavy on my heart (Yeah)
Do you believe in black boss?
Don't believe in shit but God, but that been heavy on my heart
She's a fly bitch, she be throwin' seminars
Puttin' shit together, never puttin' down her guard (Mmm)

DeJ Loaf the new Janet Jackson
Smokin' a blunt (Ha)
DeJ Loaf the new Janet Jackson
Smokin' a blunt (Mmm)
Right
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